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Dear Enthusiast
A good turn-out for the club
night this month and with
Christmas on the horizon, discussion included our annual
Christmas Dinner. This year
we’re trying a new venue,
Bartellas in Meopham. It’s a
while since I’ve been there so
it’ll be good to see what it’s
like. It’s a bit more expensive
than usual but the figure does
include service charge and a
glass of wine, beer or soft
drink. Unusually, the menu
choice will be made on the
night - which is always better
than pre-booking. The menu and the day and I’m sure we would
full details are on page 4.
want to wish them a long and
I think I’m right in saying we happy future together.
had our second wedding in the Jon and Michelle now have a
group this month (Magnus and matching pair. Yes, they have
Julie being the first). Matt finally nabbed an M100 (in
and Trudi tied the knot on 12th yellow!!). Jon has supplied a
at Bolney Church in Sussex. full report below, but I must
NKLG had a fine representation say it does like a nice car once
present to wish them well on the grime of standing around

I forgot to say that Sue and I
spotted the new Esprit doing
it’s final testing when we were
in Spain last month. I’ve
included a spy photo this month
and you’ve got to admit it does
look very nice with it’s styling cues taken from Mercedes
and the BMW Z1!
I’m hoping to make it to the 6
hours at Brands on the 9th - so
give me a ring if you fancy
going. Otherwise I’ll see you
at the Plough on the 13th.

John

Well the Elan was delivered today, the photos
were taken before its bath, as you will see, it
needs some work but I think it will be worth
it.

About a month ago, I was in my garage sorting
through some bits and pieces when a business
card for Steve's trimming company fell on the
floor, as I need some work done on the Esprit's
drivers seat I gave him a call. We got talking
about the Elan, it was sitting on his son's race
car trailer and was getting in the way. Some
weeks passed so on the off chance I called in
to see him. I had a quick look over the car, it
looked ok so made a silly offer just to try and
get things moving. At the time Steve was not
the legal owner so could not sell the car.
Anyway, a month after I made the offer the phone
rang, it was Steve, he now had the log book and
did I still want the car, and did my offer still
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With Jon, Vaughn and Howard
supplying some very nice articles this month, I’ve been able
to reduce my waffle considerably. So thanks to the three of
you and keep ‘em coming.

stand? Very quickly drove over to Maidstone to
pay a deposit.

Hi John
Here are some photo's of our new Elan M100. I
don't know if you remember the chap (Steve)
talking to me about an Elan at the Bexhill car
show some 3 years ago, it was left with him for
a cam belt service that sort of thing. The then
owner said he didn't have any money so the car
was left at Steve's workshop. Six years on the
owner has disappeared and Steve claimed the car
to cover the cost of storage.
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had been removed. I look forward to seeing it in the flesh
and reporting on it’s progress.

John F
John U
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Leave Your Lotus At Home!!!!

Hi John,
Given it a quick wash down, found 1 stone chip
in the front, 3 or 4 very small marks around
the body work. Passenger seat is now out, carpet
almost removed, gave it a quick scrub and it
looks to be in good nick as does the floor and
seat belt mounting points, roof folds away fine
and again is in very good order, some of the
seals are a bit iffy, nearside wheels have been
scratched getting it on and off the trailer.

Some details for the car;

To be honest for what I gave for it, it's in
far better condition than I was expecting. Some 1996 (N) S2 in Norfolk Mustard,
post wash photos attached, bear in mind it was 4 owners (the last 2 only stored it)
only a very quick wash no polishing done as yet. Full service History,
23675 miles,
Dark grey leather trim,
Limited No 778
Private Plate
Cheers

Jon & Michelle

EEJ Goes to Dr Spider

member remarked that I should have driven it
back. I hope that member reads this and says
you made it at last then. A hot tip for those
Elan owners when travelling in the cold with
the top down is to use the tonneau with the
passenger side in place, put the heater on and
you will be cosseted with warm air.
Doctor Spyder was sitting on his chair (some
tyres) when I arrived and ready to work his
magic. The operation was straight forward, new
T/T front suspension to balance the rear legs
and a complete health check was carried out
without complications. A good nights sleep at
the local Falcon Inn and I was ready for the
return journey.

No ambulance needed just a gentle run around
the M25 up the M11 and on to the A12 still going
north. Peterborough still on the horizon and
Whittlesey in the Fens. What am I thinking of
!! Piloting a mouse size car with Elephants
around is not the most exciting drive that comes
to mind when a baby Elan is at its best on
country
winding
lanes. Never mind I
am committed with
an appointment to
see Dr Spyder.
Much to my surprise
the M25 was running
well and after I had
had my first wave
from a Lotus driver
and a polite double
indicator sign from a
passing juggernaut I
was beginning to feel
much happier. We both
now were getting into
the swing of things, I
mean me and the car.
As the miles passed by
with
the
comforting
sound of the twin-cam in my ears I was feeling
great. The traffic noise was no longer a problem
and the cold air was kept in its place. I must
now explain that I had set myself a challenge
to do this journey with the top down. Mad fool.
When I bought my Caterham from some place near
Birmingham I had it transported home and a club

The weather was not
looking to good so
up went the hood and
off we went. I was
keen to flex the new
front legs and the
first
roundabout
felt pretty good to
me with the one
degree of negative camber and lowered front
suspension. The Elan with the hood up is a
completely
different
car,sounds
are
different,it even feels different. The QE
Bridge was made in two hours and I celebrated
the event with the bonnet up a cup of coffee
and those wonderful aroma's flowing out of the
engine bay.
Howard
13/10/2013
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only 20 minutes of driving) and (b)The M3
Masters(approx. £180 but you get 40 minutes of
A very small, some may say “select” band, of NKLG driving).
members appeared at the Bexhill Classic car show on
Bank holiday Monday. Two M100 and a less “classic” This latter option is split into two sessions and
you get a personal assessment (Marks out of 100) and
Elise – mine (the only one there).
then further guidance to improve
The show program showed only two
your performance in the second sesother Lotus attending: a Plus 2 and
sion.
a baby Elan both of which looked
We chose the M3 Masters option and
very smart in the sun shine. As the
naturally what is good for our son
NKLG attendees had not pre booked
is good for me so I also had a go and
we were unable to park together.
the M3’s (414 bhp V8) certainly put
Yet again the sun brought a very
my Elise in the shade for accelerawide selection of interesting cars
tion.
including good club displays from
Although we have undertaken several
Jaguar, Aston Martin and MG plus I
of the Brands Hatch Racing Drivers
saw a nice Lamborghini and the Black
School experiences this was the
Nobel which last year had an APSO
notice stuck to the windscreen for excessive noise. first time the instructors encouraged us to go
faster, brake later and overtake others. You only
I suspect the owner was rather proud of it!
use 3rd, 4th and 5th in the 7 speed “paddle shift” box
The trade stands were not very numerous and those but 130 mph is achievable – if you have the time to
there did not contain much in the way of interesting look at the instruments.
items (Lotus wise) but I did manage to “wind up”
Diana for a short time by telling her I had bought a For the very nervous participant the instructor has
Lotus 340R but unfortunately it was only a small an emergency foot brake but I did not sense he used
it when I drove – brave bloke!
model that cost £1 – a bargain for a Lotus!

This and That From Vaughn

I can recommend this treat to everyone but the down
side is returning to more normal vehicles on the road
afterwards.

On an unrelated note Diana and I treated our son to
a 40 minute drive of a BMW M3 at Brands Hatch as a
birthday gift. Originally he wanted to drive a
Porsche 911 but the M3 deal was much better (more
time driving). Brands Hatch operate two different
options (a) Drive the Dream (approx. £99 but with

Regards
Vaughn

Heavily disguised Esprit mule - spotted
doing final shake-down testing in Spain.
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NKLG Christmas Dinner
Saturday 30th November 2013
7.30pm for 8.00pm

Bartellas Hook Green Wrotham Road Meopham Kent DA13 0JE
£32.50 per person which includes a 175ml glass of House Wine (or Soft Drink or a small glass
of Draught Beer), a Quality Cracker and Service Charge.
Cheques payable to John Underhay by Friday 15th November please.

MENU SELECTION WILL BE MADE ON THE NIGHT ONCE WE ARE SEATED
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